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I How Colours are Obtained . BRICKS 11 

well bound together. To overcome this beneath the coal seams. Other colours are 
. objection, bricks are usually placed fu large produced by small quantities of various minerals. 

ovens or kilns, built of bricks, and heated to a in the " earth." 
bright red heat for several hours. The clay of It is seldom possible to make bricks out of the· 
which they are made is decomposed by this freshly dug earth, or clay, ·without preparing it . 
treatment, and some of the particles forming the in some way. Usually, ·it is thoroughly mixed. 
brick begin to melt, and form a kind of glass or with water, and converted into a paste which 
slag, which flows around the remaining par- cap. easily be made into the desired shape by· 
ticles, and covers them with a thin film. When means of moulds. In some districts, the rocky 
the bricks are cold, this melted glassy material clay or shale is ground ~o powder, and the= 
s?lidifies, and unites the other :rar- H 0 w E G y p T I -A N B R I c K s w 
t1cles so firmly that some bricks "'~ ...... .," · E R E M 0 u L D E 0 

require · a pressure of 7 0 tons or ~ . . ·\ 
more before they are crushed, 
whereas a sun-dried brick wil1 
scarcely ·withstand any pressure. 

It is commonly said that bricks 
are made of clay, but the material 
which is chiefly used for this pur
·pose is a complex mixture of clay, 
sand and other minerals, for which 
the term " brick earth " is more 
fitting. Suitable "earth" for 
m·aking bricks is found in many 
parts of the world, and, conse
quently, there is a very large 
number of brickworks. In Eng
land and Scotland, about 2,400 
firms are engaged in making bricks, 
but there are very few brick
works in Ireland or in the High
lands of Scotland. 

Sometimes the brick earth re
sembles garden soil, sometimes it 
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The mixture of clay and chopped straw was packed by hand into individual , 
moulds, and then piled up in the sun until partly dry. Then the mould . 
was ta}ten off and the drying completed. Egyptian bricks were rarely 
baked with fire, so that most o.f the ancient brick buildings in the Nile:-: 

valley have crumbled. 

is very tough and sticky, almost like soft india- powder is either (1) mixed with water, to fornt'. 
rubber or plasticine, and in some parts of the a paste, or (2) it is placed in steel boxes, and 
country it is so hard and rook-like that it shaped under great pressure. To obtain a . 
would seem quite unsuitable for making bricks. smooth and uniform paste, the freshly dug · 

· · Some Earths Cannot be Used clay or the powder made by grinding a clayey· 
Pure clay does not contain sufficient fusible roq_k is placed in a machine known as a pugmill,. 

material to. unite the particles together when the which contains many strong knives, attached. 
bricks are heated in the kiln. On the other hand to a rotating shaft. As the clay and water pass. 
some earths are much too impure, and either through the pugmill, the rotating blades cut and 
produce very badly warped bricks, or those which thoroughly knead the mixture, and pass it out. 
fall to pieces when exposed to frost. If lime- of the machine in the form of a paste. 
stone is present in a brick earth, or clay, it will · . . Mangling Clay to Make it Useful 
form quicklime when the bricks are burned, and When a brick earth is so tenacious and sticky 
a little later the lime will slake, and cause the that the blades in the pugmill cannot deal with it, 
bricks to fall to pieces. Chalk, on the contrary, it is passed between one or more pairs of crushing 
consists of very sma:ll particles, and these, when rollers, something like the mangle used in the 
heated, combine with the clay, forming a fusible kitchen for wringing . wet clothes, only the 
slag, which is of great value in producing strong crushing rollers are made of iron and are much 
bricks. larger and stronger. They squeeze the clay into 

The colour of the· bricks depends largely on thin sheets, which break and fall into the pug
the materials present in the "earth" used. If mill, and are therein readily made into paste. 
much iron-oxide is present, the bricks will be Some brickrnaking materials are so difficult to 
red, or, under some conditions, they may be a make into a paste that they have to be passed 
peculiar blue-black colour. If much chalk is through several machines one after anot~er 

. present, the bricks are· white. Buff bricks are before a satisfactory mixture is obtained. 
· · made of special clays, which are chiefly found In country plaees, ~nd especially in Eastern 
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